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52 Tips on How to Save $$$ at the Supermarket  

By Henry M. Holden © 2022 

  

This is where you usually 

start your shopping, in 

the produce section. You 

will read later that it is 

the last place you should 

stop first.  

  

  

  

Introduction  

If you want to save money on your food shopping, you are going to have to spend some time and 

energy toward that end, but it will be worth it. This booklet will help you find new ways of saving at the 

supermarket. Whether you're feeding yourself, or a family, you’ll find that groceries take a big bite out of 

your paycheck.  

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that food is the third-largest household expense. For a 

family of four, the average monthly bill runs between $800 for the thrifty, to over $1,700 for those with 

more budget to spend. Put another way, you may be able to save between $1,900 and $4,500 yearly.   

The tips listed here can help you trim the cost of shopping, without giving up the foods you love. 

Employing just a few of these 52 tips—can bring your food bill down by 30-percent, or more.  

It's important to know where to shop. Farmer’s Markets, ethnic stores, local orchards, and Big 

Box stores will offer added bargains. This may sound like a more work than you want, but once you know 

where to find the bargains, you won't have to comparison shop until you notice price increases.  

The first step to saving on groceries is to be more conscious of your spending. Here are 52 ways 

that will cut your grocery bill. If you only want to try one tip that will save you the most money when you 

are food shopping on a budget, then plan your meals ahead of time. By planning, you can make your 

shopping list based on what you already have, what you need to buy, and what's on sale.   

  

Before you shop  

1- Plan your meals around your grocery store’s flyer. 
Instead of creating your meal plan out of thin air, plan all your meals around what’s on sale in 
your grocery store’s flyer. Then take that meal plan and prepare a grocery list based on it, which 
naturally includes many of the sale items found in the flyers. Look at the biggest sales, then plan 
recipes based on those ingredients and what you have on hand. Do that for a few months and 
you’ll find yourself with a much smaller food bill. 
 

2- Make a List. You’ll be more organized with your shopping. Saving money works when you 

have a list, because when you’re without one, you typically end up making impulse buys 

and that costs money.  
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3- Create a meal plan for a week  
Based on your supermarket’s flyer, start listing groceries you’ll need. If you stick to the list, 
especially if you have kids with you, you won't be buying more than you need, or buy unnecessary 
items.  

4- Remember, if it is “on sale,” it’s only a good buy if you will use the product soon.  

 

5- Compare prices at different branches of the same store and competitive stores. I 

have two competing stores owned by the same franchise just 6-miles apart. One example is the 

price of milk between stores. A 64-ounce container of whole milk was $2.19 cents in one store and 

70-cents more in another. The gallon size was 90 cents more. Beware! You know there will be 

other price differences between these stores, so be alert, and do your homework.   

  

6- Shop once a week and shop on certain days, if you can. My local supermarket designates 

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday as special sale days with coupons valid only on those days. 

Another competitor used Friday to Tuesday for the sale coupons The fewer visits to the 

supermarket, the more you will save, and with fewer trips to the supermarket, you’ll save at the 

gas pump also.  

  

7- Access online or digital coupons. Be sure to check out online coupon sites. 

www.coupons.com;  www.retailmenot.com,  are some of the best sites to search.  

 

8- Sign up for digital store coupons. Most big stores have their own digital coupons. When you 

sign up, you can download them to your device. When you purchase the product, you’ll 

automatically get the discount at check out. Combine your online coupons with your digital 

coupons. We do that and we see a 7 to 29-percent saving.  

 

9- Organize your coupons. There are several methods to organizing coupons, and you need to 

find one that works for you. Figure out if you want to sort the coupons alphabetically, by category, 

or by end date.  

 

10- Check your cupboard before shopping. Look at your cupboard shelves before you create the 

week's meal plan, and your grocery list. What meals you can make from using up what is already 

in your cupboard?  

 

11- Organize your food storage drawers. If you don’t know what you have, or can’t find what 

you bought, you’ll end up buying more of the same, unnecessarily.  

 

12- Don't go shopping on an empty stomach. You'll end up buying more than you need with 

hunger pangs affecting your judgment. Worse, you’ll probably succumb to trying free samples 

enthusiastically handed out by product salespeople, and then buying the product, even though it 

was not on your list.  

 

13- Shop when you have energy, and not tired out from a busy day. It’s easier to focus and 

make wise choices when you’ve got energy and aren’t preoccupied.  

 

14- Don’t shop late in the day if you can help it. When we’re tired we’re likely to give in and buy 

the next item we see regardless of the price.   

 

15- Use apps. Experiment with grocery shopping apps. You can use discount-seeking apps which 

point you towards weekly sales at your local supermarkets and discount stores, and even match 

your shopping list items against products online with lower prices..  

http://www.coupons.com/
http://www.retailmenot.com/
http://www.redplum.com/
http://www.smartsource.com/
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16- Know the basic economic staples that are filling and healthy. There are some food 

staples that are cheaper than others, such as beans, spaghetti, potatoes, and rice. Google “healthy 

choices” for more. Try to incorporate them more into your meals.  

 

17- Learn about shelf life. The shelf life of products will help you decide whether to buy some 

items in bulk. You'll also be able to make better choices. For example, did you know that organic 

milk lasts longer than regular milk?  

 

During Your Shopping 

 

18- Shop with a calculator. Add things up as you put them in your cart. If you're shopping with 

kids, give them the job of keeping track of what’s in the cart. It will help you stick to your budget.  

Some stores offer a free on-line scanning app that will scan the product, store it and provide you 

with a running sub-total of your check-out bill. One real benefit is you can compare the shelf price 

to the scanned price which should be the same. 

19 -Start shopping in the middle of the store. You typically enter the store in the produce 

section at the front of the store. It is designed that way because that’s where the bright colors of 

the fruits and vegetables sublimely put you in a good (shopping) mood. Break the paradigm and 

stay on your budget by starting in the middle, surrounded by the dull packaging of the boxed 

and canned food. Make the produce section last on your list.  

 

20 Comparing the per-ounce/pound price is an excellent way to compare prices. Price labels 

will have a per-pound price, but you can also compare the actual ounces on the package if 

you're deciding between two.  

 

 

The two products, 
Oreo Double Stuff, 

and Oreo Mega 
Stuff sell for the 
“sale” price of 
$3.49. Notice the 

Double Stuff has a 
per-pound price of 

$3.67. The Mega 
Stuff has a price of  

$4.24per pound. If 
you look closely, 
you’ll see the 
Double Stuff has a 

weight of 15.25 oz.  

The Mega 
Stuff weighs in 

at 13.2 oz. The “Must Buy 2” makes them look equal but if you look at the new price-per-pound, the Double Stuff 

weighs in at $2.63 and the Mega Stuff is $3.04. So, if you “Must Buy 2” you are getting a better deal with buying 
two of the Double Stuff  

21 -Crunch unit prices. You should always crunch the numbers of smaller goods. Just 

because the packages are larger, doesn't always mean they are cheaper. Remember that 

smaller sizes can sometimes be a good deal. Do the math, on your device. 

 

22 Go alone. The larger your shopping party, the more likely you are to make impulse 

purchases. Studies show about 65-percent of the items in our cart when we group shop are 
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unplanned. That’s an eight-percentage point increase over shopping alone, according to the 

Marketing Science Institute study. So, leave your partner/spouse and your kids at home if 

you can. 

  

23 Walk fewer aisles. The more aisles you walk, the more likely you’ll add things to your 

shopping cart that you had not initially intended to buy. According to the Marketing Science 

Institute study, shoppers who decreased the number of aisles they visited checked out with only 

half their items being unplanned purchases vs. 68-percent of items for those who visited most, 

or all aisles in the store.  

 

24 Go beyond milk, bread, and eggs when comparison shopping. These are good items to 

compare prices between stores, and they make good barometers. But you'll have an easier time 

finding deals if you make a list of the items you regularly buy and the price you usually pay. Store 

the list on your device for easy reference while shopping.  

  
25 Buy cheese and cold cuts from the dairy case instead of the deli counter. Stores sell their 

deli cheeses and cold cuts in plain packaging in the dairy case, often with a lower price. The deli 

counter is good when you want a precise quantity sliced or, you want “fresh.”  

  

26 Be wary of any promotion when you see "10 for $10." Don't assume that you must buy ten 

at the special price. Often, unless otherwise specified, you can buy just one item at that price. 

Check the price of the item to make sure it is actually discounted, and not just clever signage 

making you think 89-cent cans are being sold 10 for $10 is a steal.  

  

27 Snack and shop. Several studies show that people make sharper decisions, those that are in 

line with their values, and checking account, just after a few bites of a snack.  

  
28 Stock up on sales. For those of you who have kitchen space to spare, (and budget) stocking 

up on nonperishables and frozen or freezable items when they are on sale can be a great way to 

save. Only buy what you need and can afford; “Must buy 2” or more may be a good deal if you 

will use two before your next shopping trip.   

Twice a year, my local supermarket holds what they call “Can-Can Days.” For a week, they sell can 

goods and other selected groceries by the case, discounted 10-percent or more. This can add up to 

real savings if you buy products such as pasta sauce, pasta, or canned veggies, etc. that you use 

often.   

  

29 Listen to your favorite music while you shop. Stores intentionally play “elevator music” 

with a slower beat to encourage shoppers to move slowly through the aisles. They will buy as 

much as 29-percent more, said Martin Lindstrom, author of “Brandwashed: Tricks Companies 

Use to Manipulate Our Minds and Persuade Us to Buy.” Put on your favorite music instead, and 

you'll move at your own pace while shopping.   

  

30 Manager’s Specials Be careful, the product may be being offered on the last “sell-by-date.” 

There is nothing wrong with the product if you plan on using soon after you buy it.  

  
31 Avoid everything pre-cut, pre-chopped and pre-diced. Grocery stores mark up these 

products, because of short shelf-life issues. Pre-cut meats, such as steaks, chops, stir-fry, and 

stew meats, have a short shelf life, five days at the most, so stores must mark them up to cover 

any losses. Buy a larger cut of meat and have the butcher trim it for you.  

  

http://www.cba.uh.edu/mark/papers/inman.pdf
http://www.cba.uh.edu/mark/papers/inman.pdf
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32 Buy in-season fruits and vegetables. Buying fruits and vegetables can get expensive, so to 

cut down on costs, it's important to buy what is in season. Otherwise they can cost twice as 

much later. Strawberries are a good example. February and March is harvest time in the 

Lakeland region of Florida.  Store prices for a pint-size basket is about $2.99. Come May, it will 

be $3.99 a pint.  

  

33 Cut and slice yourself. Buy your produce whole and cut it up yourself. Precut veggies and 

fruits are more expensive and spoil faster and are also highly marked up because of their short 

shelf life.   

Store-bought pies and cakes are another short shelf life item. You’ll pay from $6.99 and up for a 

pie, something you can make yourself with a can of fruit and a piecrust. You can make your own 

cake with a box of cake mix, and a can of frosting for just under $3.00 when on sale.  

34 Store brand/generic vs Name Brands Brand name cereals are hugely marked up. The 

name brand manufacturers manufacture most store-brand and generic cereals. The store 

brands are wrapped and packaged differently. For example, a 12-ounce box of Cheerios in my 

local supermarket is $3.69. The store label box was 2/$4.00, and to me they taste the same. 

Another example is Kellogg’s Corn Flakes. Their 12-oz box is $3.35, and the store brand is $1.77, 

for an 18-ounce box. One point to make about store brands: If you are unsure just buy one box 

of a product. If you like it then your choice is easy going forward. Note: these prices may vary 

over time.  

I've found that store-brand organic packaged food is sometimes about the same price (or even a 

few cents less) than name-brands especially with canned and frozen goods.  

 

35 Do a little math before buying in bulk. Buying items by the piece in the produce section 

can be cheaper per-pound than buying multi-packs. Plus, you'll be able to examine each fruit or 

vegetable for defects, which can also save you money. Check out the prices, and do the math to 

figure out if you are getting a good deal or not.   

You can still eat a balanced diet even went fresh fruits and vegetables are out of season. According 

to the AARP, frozen is as good or even better for life extending nutrients. British scientists found 

that fresh fruit can lose nutrients after three days of refrigeration. Frozen fruits don't suffer the 

same fate. Another study similarly found that frozen blueberries have more vitamin C than fresh 

ones.  

36 Use your freezer. Buy meat and fish when they are on sale and freeze in individual portions 

for later meals. This will help mix your meals up so that you don't have to keep eating the same 

leftovers.  

  

37 Use caution with non-grocery items. Health and beauty products tend to be cheaper at 

mass-market retailers, such as CVS or other drug stores. But surprisingly, many generic 

medications are the cheapest at a Big Box store instead of a drugstore. Don't always assume 

something's cheaper at a certain store. Do your research, and know what to buy, and from 

where.  

  
38 Shop high or Low? Next time you are food shopping, compare prices of the items at chest 

level and the items on the upper and lower shelves. Most stores stock the most expensive items 

where they're easy to reach. Some stock the lower shelves with colorful items that will attract 

the children to pick it up and put in the cart. If you remove it, you’ll now probably have a crying 

or worse, temper-tantrum child on your hands. I speak from experience here.   
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39 Impulse buying- Avoid point-of-sale, such as walking-in the front door, at the cash register, 

or in the aisles, tasting products. It’s likely none of these were on your shopping list.  

  

40 Ditch the Cart If you are dashing into your local supermarket for a container of milk and 

bread, don’t use a basket.  Baskets stimulate people to buy more.  

  

41 Use a Cash Back Card. If groceries are a common expense for you, find a card that gives you 

points or cash-back for your supermarket spending.  

  

42 Don't assume endcap displays advertise good deals. Supermarkets sell these end-of-the 

aisle areas to companies, so they can promote a specific product. Checking the unit price with a 
comparable product will usually reveal if it’s a good deal.  

  

43 Get a Rain Check. If a sale item is out of stock, ask the store for a rain check. It's a slip of 

paper that grants you the sale price once the item's back in stock regardless of whether the sale 

is still running.  

  
44 Don't be afraid to drop items at the register. Supermarkets have made checkout lanes 

narrower to discourage the over 60-percent of shoppers who change their minds about an item 

while waiting in line. Don't let the narrow checkout lane pressure you into buying something 

you don't want. Just hand it to the cashier and say you changed your mind.  

  

45 Big Box Stores – Caution! Unless you are a well-disciplined shopper you will spend twice as 

much in a big box store than you had planned. Big box stores, aka warehouse clubs such as 

Costco, BJs and Sam’s Club, can offer large savings if you have a big family. Shopping at a 

warehouse club can save you up to 30-percent compared to traditional retail, particularly 

perishables. Avoid the supermarket over-priced items such as detergents and trash bags. They 

are usually cheaper in Walmart, a big box store or on-line (if there is free shipping). (See end 

note 

Shampoo, body washes, and toothpaste, etc., are generally cheaper in CVS, or Walmart, and even 

more so with coupons.  

Batteries are almost always cheaper in a Walmart, Target or Costco where you’ll get up to a 60-

percent saving.  

Beware of these free sample food items. If it’s not on your shopping list, you shouldn’t sample it. 

On a recent trip to a big box store I observed seven of ten people who sampled the product placed 

it in their cart. 

       46-Check your receipt. Scanned items do not always ring up at the correct price. Watch the  
register screen, and the prices as they come up. Check your receipt for those you missed to be sure 
you were not charged incorrectly.  
Since Covid, some stores encourage you to bag your own groceries by making the bags readily 

available, or by not offering a person to bag your purchases. It’s not to distract you from the cash 

register inputs so much, but to save them money (salaries). But it is a huge distraction to 

watching the prices ringing up on each item. You must do any checking once you get home. Then, 

if you find discrepancies it’s back to the store, and that’s at the very least inconvenient, and it is 

costing you gas money.  

47 Photograph your receipt. You can earn cash-back on certain groceries with apps such as 

and www.checkout51.com.  These services offer weekly cash-back deals on some goods. All you 

http://www.checkout51.com/
http://www.checkout51.com/
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do is take a photo of your receipt showing you bought the item to take advantage of the 

discount.  

  

48 Preserve it. There are other methods of extending the life of your grocery sale items besides 

freezing them. Explore other ways to preserve such as canning, drying, and pickling.   

  

49 Save with social media. Most large stores have their own Twitter and Facebook pages, and 

they list deals and specials there. “Like" your favorite brands on Facebook to get access to some 

of the coupons they give out over the social media network.  

  

50 Sign up for deals. Check out weekly promotions and deals from grocery stores by scouring 

their online coupons before going into the stores. Consider email subscriptions for the latest on 
local deals.  

  

51 Package your own treats, juices and snacks. Buy a large package of snacks and a box of 

baggies and make your own individually wrapped packages to grab on the run. Great for school 

lunches, grocery shopping and the movies.  

  

52 Learn how to cook. This is not meant to be sarcastic. Of course, we can all boil water, but 

some of the younger people grew up with parents who went out to eat several times a week or 

ordered take-out delivered. Sign up at your local Community College for some cooking courses 

because take-out gets very expensive.  

 

Big Box Retailers  

Costco membership, which start at $60 for Gold Star and Business levels, then doubles in price to $120 
for Gold Star Executive and Business Executive members.  
Another Club, BJ’s. yearly membership ranges from $55 to $110.  
Whether a Big Box membership is worth it depends on your situation. Here’s a quick guide to help you 
decide: A Costco membership is worth it if… You live within a 20-minute drive to a warehouse. Check the 
location finder on Costco.com. If this sounds like you, you can sign up for a membership in just a couple 
of minutes on Costco’s membership page. A membership may not be worth your money if you shop at a 
Big Box store infrequently enough that the 5% fee adds up to less than the yearly cost of a membership. 
But if you spend more than $1,200 on Costco.com without being a member, you’ll lose money—that’s 
when it’s time to shell out the $60. 
Costco also offers student and military memberships, both of which cost the same as the Gold Star 
membership ($60). But each one comes with a sign-up bonus of sorts: College students get a free Google 
Nest Mini and a $20 Costco gift card (valued at $45), while military members and veterans receive 
coupons for free products and other savings (valued at more than $60). 
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https://www.myunidays.com/US/en-US/partners/costco/micro/online
https://hosted-pages.id.me/costco-join-military-offer

